The natural convective flow and heat transfer of air induced around an inclined row of heated horizontal cylinders have been investigated experimentally. The experiments were carried out with the ten-cylinders row placed in the plane of The result showed that the Nusselt numbers Nu G are predicted well with the parameter Ra G * (G/d) for the whole rows of inclination angle from horizontal to vertical.
.4 mm)および間隔(G=3.6-100.6 mm) の如何によらず，G を代表長さとする修正レイリー数 Ra G . The smoke lines in those figures represent the movement of the plumes detached from the cylinders in the row. One will see that the plumes from the horizontal row gather toward the vertical symmetrical-line of the row. While the plumes from the inclined rows direct toward downstream, and they gradually approach to the vicinity of the downstream cylinders with increasing the inclination angle  of the row. . One will see that the plumes arising from cylinders become vertical with increasing the gap between cylinders G. Single cylinder Horizontal array Horizontal array Horizontal array Vertical array (N =8) 
